
Dawn of Midi’s 2013 album Dysnomia merged genres with ease. 
Members of modern jazz, contemporary classical, and electronic scenes 
all celebrated the trio’s memorable grooves and motifs. The exuberance 
of experimental dance music was easy to identify in this acoustic group’s 
sound. But another quality of that debut recording was its sense of 
control, particularly when dealing with ambient aesthetics. 

Since 2013, the group’s drummer, Qasim Naqvi, has continued to work 
in the contemporary classical sphere. On the NNA Tapes imprint, he 
released a set of chamber music (performed by a student ensemble). On 
his latest EP, he plays and composes on a vintage Moog synthesizer—an 
instrument similar to the one used by Wendy Carlos on the landmark 
1968 LP Switched-on Bach.  

Taken individually, the six pieces on Chronology dispense small-scale 
hits of gorgeousness. In tandem, the tracks cohere to form a compelling 
suite of pieces that can subtly undermine expectations for ambient-
influenced composition. Since this early Moog model was a monophonic 
synthesizer, capable of producing just a single melodic line at any given 
time, Naqvi had to multitrack his chords and harmonic designs. But this 
is done so subtly, the tracks all retain the feel of an intimate 
performance; it’s as though everything was triggered in one ruminative 
take. 



On the opener, “Kindly Static,” Naqvi loops a single Moog tone. He turns 
this into an affecting minimalist composition by switching up playback 
speeds. Each droning note creates a new equilibrium, while the often 
slow pitch-bends in between carry a more reluctant, vulnerable feel. On 
the title track—the longest piece, which serves as the album’s emotional 
climax—Naqvi layers the sonic information in performances that employ 
different oscillators. Sometimes this results in a mellow, church-organ 
feel; at other points, harsher combinations provide a dramatic edge. It’s 
a slow-moving piece, but rich with activity. 

Though it isn’t beat-focused, Chronology also has a connection with 
trends in electronic music that informed Dysnomia. On “Aftertouched,” 
another piece that uses multichannel playback trickery, Naqvi creates 
unpredictable rhythmic patterns from consistent harmonies. Because 
this particular Moog instrument was (in the composer’s words) “kind of 
janky,” there are stretches where you can hear signal noise in the mix, or 
else tones that seem less stable than others. But there’s nothing 
haphazard about the finished product. In “Head Within a Head,” the use 
of deep, floor-rattling blips works well alongside the instrument’s 
eccentricities. And the tone clusters that drive “Mt. Erased” have a 
chattering, jittery air. It’s the contrast between these pieces and the 
more tranquil compositions that gives Chronology its range—and its 
sense of purpose. 
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The minimalist construction of Chronology, the new electronic music album from 

Qasim Naqvi, carries bated breath like being at the bottom of the ocean – especially 

since the album’s opening track, “Kindly Static,” sounds like the long, deep cries of 

whales. For a while around you there is nothing but darkness, maybe drifting krill. 

Something scuttles past on the floor. A large creature slinks past you, safe in the 

moment but carrying a threat. By the time you reach “Head Within a Head,” a 

bizarre, electrified creature is about. 

The album feels familiar in its uniqueness. It is hugely reminiscent of exploring a 

modern art exhibit, both in the cautiously curious sense of the music as well as in the 

literal sound of it. Chronology doesn’t quite feel full on its own. The jittery tones incite 

roving eyes, and the album begs for a visual component. It pushes the mind to 

invent, to see that deep ocean scene. 

In fact the album was created in tandem with visuals. Pippo Lionni, a painter, worked 

while Naqvi responded to the creation of that art with what we now have 

on Chronology. Naqvi has worked extensively in the visual realm as his musical work 

often accompanies film and television productions. The attention to sight is apparent 

in the album. 

Much like Naqvi’s previous album, Preamble, Chronology evokes exploration in fits 

of caution and excitement. Naqvi is most well known as the drummer of Dawn of 

Midi, but Chronology was created with a Moog Model D analog synthesizer. White 

noise permeates the tracks, which crackle, moan and gurgle. The sound is 

unsettling, but ultimately safe. The tracks creek to life in energetic jerks, but each 

one comes down to rest by the close, back among the krill, in the dark of potential 

strangeness. 
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QASIM NAQVI’S MUSICAL RESPONSE TO THE ART OF PIPPO LIONNI!

I received my copy of Chronology several months back. Composer Qasim Naqvi had asked me to review 
his forthcoming album before the experimental/electronic music label, New Amsterdam Records, picked it 
up for release on November 4. 

The first time I heard it, I wasn’t sure what to make of it. All of the sounds were definitely electronic, but 
what circuitry? The album as a whole reminded me of my favorite Steve Roach piece, “Structures from 
Silence,” by the way that tones would rise and fall over the void. The tone of Qasim’s synthesizer is 
different from the 1980’s digital soft synth that Roach employed. It is darker, grainier, and opaque for 
fleeting moments. Definitely, I could hear analog synth and effects. 

Last week, I got the remastered copy with an exclusive first look at press materials. Now I have the 
backstory: I hear broad and sharp brushstrokes interchanging against a blank canvas. I hear shapes, some 
geometric but frayed and jagged, while others are fluid and morphing. 

It all makes sense when you look at photos of the spring 2016 exhibit at P! Gallery (NYC) 
entitled, Chronology. P! had commissioned contemporary visual artist Pippo Lionni to paint new work 
while engaging in a call and response, from visual to auditory, with Qasim. 

Pippo used a wide straight edge to blot black paint onto a gallery-size canvas. Qasim used an early Moog, 
Model D (aka the MiniMoog), to sketch out isolated harmonies. Qasim invented a language, or possibly, he 
allowed the Moog to speak to him. The score in itself is a work of art, as it does not follow the guidelines of 
any school of composition, so the graphical notation for Chronology is tied forever to the painting of 
Pippo.Pippo’s art and Qasim’s record imply motion and discord, fragmentation, and emptiness. But they 
are also easy to absorb as the experiencer. It is a delicacy of tension and release. 

The Model D in use here is not to be confused with the reissue produced from 2002 on. He’s got the 
oldie. The vintage electronics didn’t come without idiosyncrasies. He allowed it to provide unique 
character for the recording. Who knows if he’ll reuse that language or repair that Moog at a future date. I’m 
guessing yes on both counts, but only he will answer that question over time. 

The final painting and score were displayed side by side in the gallery, with the music played on a sound 
system. Whoever attended that physical space got a unique, irreplaceable experience, receiving it all at 
once, in an environment specially produced for the few people who could get there and be in it. You and I 
just don’t get to have that. I guess you’ll have to wait for art galleries to catch up with virtual reality. 

But because the music is still exclusive and I have agreed not to leak anything but the video, I would 
suggest going to look at the art now. When the stream goes live, when there is a release date, we’ll be first 
to post it. 
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Qasim Naqvi is best known as the drummer for the eclectic, poly-stylistic 
improvising trio Dawn of Midi – and known to many, many more people than 
ever, thanks to the band’s opening spot on Radiohead’s two sold-out Madison 
Square Garden shows in July. But Naqvi has also made a serious splash as an 
estimable composer in his own right, with remarkable collections of his 
electronic and chamber music available through his Bandcamp site and via the 
always on-point not-just-cassettes label NNA Tapes. Naqvi’s newest 
release, Chronology, is the result of his collaboration with painter Pippo 
Lionni and the P! Gallery in New York City. According to our friends at New 
Amsterdam Records, “the collaboration chronicled a sharing of ideas between 
both artists as an asynchronous call-and-response where painting, music, and 
graphic notation blended through common and conflictual gestures.” 
 
New Amsterdam is set to release Chronology this Friday, Nov. 4. But we like it 
so much that we’re going to let you hear the entire thing in advance 
exclusively, starting right now. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Here’s what Naqvi has to say about the project and process: 

“I was keen on somehow mirroring Pippo’s process through sound. His 
paintings are made with a spare set of elements. With layers of transparency, 
interference, and graphic form, he is able to achieve a set of permutations with 
the basic ingredients of black acrylic enamel and a canvas. I was struck by his 
restraint and use of one color source, and the kind of visual distortion achieved 
through a process of slow layering. So for the music, I reacted by using an 
analog device instead of a computer. 
“When we think of a computer, we think of limitless options and an abundance 
of memory for recalling ideas. The Moog holds a reverse approach. It’s a 
tactile piece of machinery with discrete circuits, 3 voltage-controlled 
oscillators, and knobs for controlling the contour of the oscillator. It’s 
monophonic, so chords or polyphonic playing is out of the question. The 
absence of this function required a layering of ideas in stages. Also, there’s no 
way of saving anything or recalling presets. Once you make a sound, that’s it. 
It exists in that moment unless you chronicle the settings by writing them down. 
It’s kind of like making a gesture with a brush. Once it strikes the canvas, you 
can either freeze it in time or erase it forever. 
“On the level of functionality, the machine was kind of janky. It produced a low 
level din of white electrical noise and some of the knobs were erratic. It was 
like bringing some ancient thing back from the dead and having it adapt. But 
with sound that always leads to interesting results.” 

As described by New Amsterdam: “Naqvi’s reaction to Pippo’s work was an 
electronic composition, produced on the Moog Model D analog synthesizer, as 
well as a series of corresponding transcriptions. Part score and part art object, 
these transcriptions use a graphic notational system of Naqvi’s own design, 
logging the settings of the synthesizer and also representing pitch, dynamics, 
and duration over a period of time.” 
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Qasim Naqvi (Dawn of Midi) announces new “analog” 
album Chronology, computers the world over evolve the 
capacity for jealousy in response 
!
!
!

Fans of the incredibly popular “arty, krautrock-y, minimalistic math-rock” genre will 
undoubtedly remember a few years back, when a little Brooklyn-based trio called 
Dawn of Midi made us all fear the impending day when we can no longer tell the 
difference between men and machines with their apocalyptic dance album Dysnomia. 

Well… now here we are, several years later. I’m pretty sure that everyone I know and 
love hasn’t been replaced by cyborgs, and so is Dawn of Midi’s percussionist Qasim 
Naqvi, who has just announced that he’s releasing a new album of slightly less 
dystopian electronic music (composed entirely on a Moog Model D synth in 
collaboration with painter Pippo Lionni for NYC’s P! Gallery) via New Amsterdam 
Records on November 4. The digital-only release is called Chronology, and you can 
get your hands on it a month early exclusively through the New Amsterdam Records 
Bandcamp Subscription page. 

“I was keen on somehow mirroring Pippo’s process through sound,” Naqvi says of 
the project. “I was struck by his restraint and use of one color source [in his 
paintings], and the kind of visual distortion achieved through a process of slow 
layering. So for the music, I reacted by using an analog device instead of a computer.” 
But ditching computers for finicky analog devices is not without its pitfalls, as Naqvi 
also explains: “On the level of functionality, the machine was kind of janky […] it 
was like bringing some ancient thing back from the dead and having it adapt […] but 
with sound that always leads to interesting results.” 

Check out the “janky” analog results for yourself down below via the album’s 
trailer (featuring music from the amazingly-titled second track, “Aftertouch”), and 
order the thing by the warm, reliable, soothing glow of your trusty ol’ nonthreatening 
computer screen now. 


